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The melding of artificial and human intelligence
in digital subsurface workflows: a historical
perspective
Matt Breeland1* reviews the historical melding of human andartificial intelligence in digital
subsurface workflows.
Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) is not some elusive, mystical technology that humanity is chasing, especially in regard to its usage
in digital subsurface workflows. Artificial intelligence has been
complementing human intelligence since the 1960s, and AI was
deeply integrated into our personal and professional lives long
before the technological revolutions of the 21st century. However, we tend to not realize how intrinsic AI is to our lives already.
We are constantly moving the goalposts for defining AI as it
solves more and more problems. This is known as the AI effect,
where people tend to only think of AI as ‘whatever hasn’t been
done yet’ (Hofstadter, 1979). This article attempts to review the
historical melding of human and artificial intelligence in digital
subsurface workflows, with some extra focus on the field of
geophysics.
Over time, exploration and production activity has become
increasingly automated, with no signs of slowing down. This has
enabled domain experts to focus on more meaningful tasks such
as research, domain concepts, and decision-making. The automation of data processing in the form of artificial intelligence and
machine learning has already transformed the fields of geophysics, geology, and reservoir engineering in deeply powerful ways.
Initially, human intelligence was only augmented by technology,
but over time, more and more tasks traditionally performed by
human minds were shifted on to computers. The offloading of
these human tasks on to computers were implementations of
artificial intelligence, and the added abilities to automatically
learn and improve from experience without explicit programming
were implementations of machine learning.
Key terms
The lines between data processing, artificial intelligence, and
machine learning began to blur decades ago, and their convergence has only intensified in recent years. Before diving in, let us
clear up any confusion about what AI is, its relationship to data
processing, and its evolution into machine learning.
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, artificial intelligence is ‘the theory and development of computer systems able
to perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence’. AI does
not require artificial consciousness, despite frequent confusion
and philosophical debates about the subject.

Data processing is ‘the carrying out of operations on data to
retrieve, transform, or classify information’, and the desired result
of data processing is increased intelligence about how to solve
a problem. AI is produced when data processing is automated
so that a task is performed that would normally require human
intelligence.
Machine learning is the ‘capacity of a computer to learn
from experience, i.e., to modify its processing on the basis of
newly acquired information’. Machine learning is achieved when
some basic ability to repeat tasks more efficiently over time is
incorporated into an automated data processing task.
The automation of data processing yields artificial intelligence, and the incorporation of basic abilities to improve over
time results in machine learning.
Human intelligence for seismic processing and
interpretation
Human vision and pattern recognition skills have been the
primary data processing tools used for seismic interpretation
throughout the entire 20th century, and human intelligence is
still critical to this process. During the evolution of seismic
interpretation, technological advances have largely been used
to augment rather than artificially replace human intelligence.
Our excellent vision and pattern recognition abilities clearly
outmatched AI, until recently. As technology has advanced, it
has primarily been used to improve the processing of seismic
data and its presentation, rather than to perform final decision-making.
From the 1930s through to the 1950s, interpretations of
reflection data fell almost completely on human intelligence.
Whether or not a seismic feature was scientifically valid, if an
interpreter could identify it with successful wells, then interpreters could continue using their own natural pattern recognition
skills to identify more of the same pattern (Chopra and Marfurt,
2005). Out in the field, seismic data was recorded directly on
photographic paper. A human computer applied annotations and
corrections (Figure 1), and then a human interpreter made best
guesses at interpretation visually, referring to their own mental
database of successful examples (Roden, 2005).
This low-resolution, low-accuracy, analog data was used to
plan exploration investments until the 1960s, when advancements
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Figure 1 Carroll Murff produces a migrated seismic profile using a mechanical
drafting tool called the Gaebe plotter in the 1950s (Dragoset, 2005).

Figure 2 The TIAC 827 in GSI’s Calgary seismic data processing centre in 1964
(Dragoset, 2005).

in digital recording began to allow the transfer of interpretation
from the field into the office (Chopra and Marfurt, 2005).
Artificial intelligence for seismic processing
In the 1960s, digital computers began replacing human computers
in the field of seismic processing. Texas Instruments introduced
86
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the TIAC 827 digital computer that was purposefully built for
seismic data processing (Figure 2), and by 1968 Geophysical
Service Inc. (GSI) had the TIAC 827 installed in 11 of its seismic
processing centres (Dragoset, 2005). By the 1970s, digital computers had replaced human computers, and were now performing 48-channel ‘processing, deconvolution, velocity filtering,
automated statics, velocity analysis, migration, inversion, and
noise reduction’ (Roden, 2005). The fact that a digital computer
was now doing a human computer’s job is a clear example of
artificial intelligence. This obviously did not eliminate the role
of the geophysicist from seismic processing, but rather enabled
geophysicists to work more meaningfully, focusing more on
new methodologies and techniques to further optimize seismic
processing.
When artificial intelligence began improving the quality of
processed seismic data, streaks of high amplitudes began to be
noticed on seismic sections, and ‘bright-spot’ technology was
born (Chopra and Marfurt, 2005). By the 1970s, colours were
introduced to seismic displays, further augmenting the seismic
interpreter’s natural visual and pattern recognition skills. Interpreters were able to make more informed decisions by overlaying
colorful reflection strength, frequency, phase, and interval velocity images on greyscale seismic records (Chopra and Marfurt,
2005). This combination of artificial intelligence for seismic
processing and human intelligence for seismic interpretation
resulted in significantly faster, more accurate, and more efficient
interpretations of seismic data.
Artificial intelligence for seismic interpretation
For the most part, until recently, technological advances in the
field of seismic interpretation continued to augment rather than
replace the human interpreter’s natural intelligence. In the 1980s,
when personal workstations became normalized, these technological improvements were mostly realized by the pervasive
use of colours for interpretation, and the interactive calculation
of many seismic attributes (Chopra and Marfurt, 2005). These
advancements were all centered on making the human interpreter’s job easier and less error-prone, rather than offloading the
interpretation task to the machine, until auto-tracking technology
was introduced in the 1990s.
Auto-tracking technology clearly marks a paradigm shift
to artificial intelligence for seismic interpretation. The process
of tracking seismic events was tedious and time-consuming for
interpreters, and the automation of this process shifted the role
of the interpreter from producer of interpretations to validator of
artificially produced interpretations. Auto-trackers often failed at
faults or other discontinuities and required human interaction to
augment the machine’s intelligence, but the machine was doing
the initial work previously done only by natural human intelligence; hence artificial intelligence for seismic interpretation was
born.
Since the 1990s, automated horizon tracking has greatly
improved, but automated fault interpretation methods lagged
and for a long time required a human interpreter to analyse
the resulting fault systems and provide quality control (Pepper
and Bejarano, 2005). This was still a huge advancement from
the previous role of the interpreter, who could now apply their
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expertise more meaningfully in the form of fault system analysis
and quality control. More recently, solutions such as Automatic
Fault Extraction (AFE) have further reduced cycle time for
fault surface interpretation, again shifting work previously
accomplished by human intelligence on to artificial intelligence
(Figure 3).
Machine learning for seismic inversion
A good example of an evolution from artificial intelligence to
true machine learning in the field of seismic interpretation is
the use of Democratic Neural Network Association (DNNA)
methodology for facies inversion based on lithology logs and
seismic data. It combines quantitative rock typing analysis and
seismic data at wells to generate lithology probabilities, and
can be considered alongside acoustic, elastic, and stochastic
inversion methods. This approach minimizes bias in the results
of neural network training by simultaneously training several
neural networks, each with different learning strategies, with the
same hard data set. It helps to reduce uncertainty by combining
a multi-dimensional analysis of seismic data with well-based
facies interpretation, as soft data is introduced during the
training process to stabilize the results (Figure 4) (Hami-Eddine
et al., 2015).
With this approach, even more reliable results are produced
by artificial intelligence than before and even less intervention
by a human interpreter is necessary. The interpreter’s input into
the process is increasingly limited to only the most meaningful of
interactions, as the more tedious steps become automated.
DNNA for facies inversion is an example of two closely
related domains, geophysics and geology, learning from each
other in an automated fashion (Figure 5). Later in the workflow
this information is used to make better predictions and decisions
about the reservoir. The increased understanding from this DNNA
approach cannot be overstated, and yet it may still be one cog in
a larger, supervised machine learning workflow.
Machine learning for ensemble-based workflows
Let us step back from the geophysics domain and look at broader
workflow applications of artificial intelligence. Historically, the
geophysicist, reservoir geologist, petrophysicist, and reservoir
engineer would work almost independently, manually passing
results to each other across differing data formats and software

Figure 3 Fault system interpreted with geobodies using an AFE fault-enhanced
attribute.

applications (Consentino, 2001). The automation of this process
by workflow manager software solutions is yet another form
of artificial intelligence, where work that previously required
human intelligence has been offloaded to machines.
Recall that when a basic ability to repeat tasks more efficiently
over time is incorporated into an automated data processing task,
machine learning is achieved. Combining workflow management
software with history-matching techniques produces a powerful
machine learning workflow, where the reservoir model automatically learns from production sensor data and calibrates itself to
match the real historical behaviour of the reservoir (Figure 6).
Curiously, this is often overlooked as machine learning, but it is
most certainly a machine learning process, and has been in use
since the late 1990s to make production forecasts and perform
scenario evaluation (Craig et al., 1997).
Supervised machine learning workflows
Like ensemble-based workflows for history matching, when
workflow management software connects multiple applications
together in a way that they automatically learn from each other,
the workflow itself becomes a form of supervised machine
learning. Interestingly, while these large supervised machine
learning workflows themselves are examples of machine learning, each component nestled within the overall workflow can
also use its own machine learning techniques. In fact, the most
accurate supervised machine learning workflows do this, using
best-in-class solutions for each step in the overall workflow.
Some of these components may even use multiple, layered

Figure 4 DNNA for automated seismic facies classification introduces realistic
heterogeneity to support decision-making (Hami-Eddine et al., 2015).

Figure 5 Machine learning-based rock type classification uses seismic data and
facies logs to predict facies volumes and their probability of occurrence.
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Figure 8 Multi-disciplinary collaboration being driven by a Big Loop workflow.

Figure 6 A digital twin of the subsurface system, linked to real-time production data,
performing model calibration (Webb et al., 2008).

Figure 7 Structural modelling intelligence gained from geophysical knowledge in an
automated, supervised machine learning workflow.

machine learning techniques (such as DNNA) themselves. As
each individual solution in the larger workflow improves its
ability to learn from the other solutions, the overall workflow
likewise improves its learning ability, and the final, actionable
intelligence becomes more reliable. The ability for individual
components of these workflows to also learn across domains is
key to the overall success of such supervised machine learning
workflows.
While DNNA integrates data from two different disciplines to
generate intelligence, larger supervised machine learning workflows, such as Emerson’s Big Loop solution, integrate data across
even more disciplines and applications to generate immense
intelligence about the reservoir. The role of the geophysicist in
this workflow is much the same as the role played in the siloed
approach, except now more information can be presented about
the various realizations of the model, and even more informed
decisions can be made. When a geophysicist performs quality
checks on seismic interpretation details in such a workflow,
knowledge from geology, petrophysics and reservoir engineering
are all preserved in the produced interpretations, whether or not
the geophysicist has actually spoken to the geologist, petrophysicist, or reservoir engineer.
One example of such an advancement in supervised machine
learning workflows is integrating the concept of structural
uncertainty into the reservoir model. Enabling automatic structural model updates when new well data becomes available is
critical since these new wells provide new depth data, which
should be used to update the velocity model and associated
88
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uncertainties (Aarnes et al., 2015). This is solved with a Bayesian geostatistical approach to depth conversion – itself a machine
learning technique – which ultimately results in more certain
predictions of the reservoir structure (Aarnes et al., 2015).
This effectively generates structural modeling intelligence by
learning from geophysics. When this technique is embedded
into the larger supervised machine learning workflow, all connected domains benefit from this artificially learnt intelligence
(Figure 7).
As the integration and learning capabilities of each component in the larger supervised machine learning workflow
improve, the more intelligent the workflow becomes, and the
less human supervision is required overall. Because of the
immense flexibility of such workflows, the amount of human
supervision needed to execute these workflows is left to the
domain experts at each step, depending on how much human
intelligence the expert believes is appropriate to offload to the
machines.
Conclusion
While this article focuses more on geophysics regarding the
historical melding of artificial and human intelligence in
digital subsurface workflows, the story is similar for geology, petrophysics, and reservoir engineering. An interesting
side-effect of the increased usage of machine learning in digital subsurface workflows is increased progress towards truly
integrated reservoir studies. Many geophysicists, geologists,
and reservoir engineers continue to work in silos, even after
the push towards integrated reservoir studies over the past two
decades (Consentino, 2001). Even when these domain experts
are using the same software platform, misunderstandings
and miscommunications across domains continue to happen,
and truly integrated reservoir studies have been difficult to
achieve. However, advances in data processing, generally
in the form of machine learning solutions, are making good
headway at bridging these divides. From advances in specific
seismic inversion techniques, such as DNNA (Hami-Eddine et
al., 2015), to larger, supervised machine learning workflows
across multiple applications and disciplines, such as Big Loop,
the walls between the formerly siloed domains are weakening
quickly (Figure 8). Now, even if a geophysicist, geologist, and
reservoir engineer perform their daily work in separate offices,
when their work is integrated into an automated workflow, the
workflow itself drives integration.
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Collaboration across disciplines improves as workflows
become more automated, visualization options become more
integrated, and decisions become increasingly informed by the
best available combinations of human and artificial intelligence
at every step of the workflow.
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